Exceptional regulation concerning the 2-G proof for school-age young people between 12 and 15 years old

The Holiday-Ninja-Pass is (by means of documentation of serial tests) equivalent to a 2-G proof for 7 days, if...

- from Day 1 to Day 5 a valid proof of a negative test result is always available.
- as a principle, at least 2 of these tests are PCR tests.
- all official proofs of tests are attached to the Holiday-Ninja-Pass.

Exception: If, in an individual case, proof of a negative PCR test result cannot be presented due to an untimely evaluation (longer than 24 hours) or lack of availability, proof of an antigen test is permissible instead as an exception (provided this can be credibly shown).

The regulation on the Holiday-Ninja-Pass is analogous to the Corona test pass (Ninja-Pass) of the Austrian schools and does not apply to children born before 1 September 2006.

The validity period of the tests is therefore 48 hours for antigen tests and 72 hours for PCR tests. The Holiday-Ninja-Pass may already start before the start of the vacation (in the case of a PCR test this is even necessary).

By performing this regular test rhythm during 5 days, the Holiday-Ninja-Pass is also valid on days 6 and 7 without further proof of testing.

Examples

Examples of a valid Holiday-Ninja-Pass:

Variant 1:
- Antigen test Day 1 (Monday) – valid until Wednesday
- PCR test Tuesday - valid until Friday
- PCR test Thursday - valid until Sunday

→ Holiday-Ninja-Pass valid until Sunday, 24.00 o'clock (Day 7)

Variant 2:
- PCR test sample collection Day 1 (Friday) – valid until Monday
- Antigen test Sunday – valid until Tuesday
- PCR test Monday – valid until Thursday

→ Holiday-Ninja-Pass valid until Thursday, 24.00 o'clock (Day 7)
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